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Activity 1 - Telling a story
Q1: What features of the story of 'The Ingenious Inuit' make it interesting?



Q2: What makes listening to a story generally more interesting than reading one?



Activity 2 - The value of stories
Q3: Identify 3 ways in which stories have been important in your life. Give an example for each one.
Ways 
Example 
1.

2.

3.


Activity 3 - Finding and telling good stories
Q4: List stories you know that are suited to lessons about sustainable futures.



Activity 4 - Using indigenous stories
Q5: List three sources of indigenous stories from your country or region that you could use in teaching towards a sustainable future. How would you ascertain any cultural norms that need to be considered?
Stories 
Cultural norms 
1.

2.

3.


Activity 5 - Using success stories
Q6: What story-telling techniques help make 'The Monk's Story' a useful one for educational purposes?



Q7: List the educational objectives you could achieve by telling your students 'The Monk's Story'.



Q8: How are the six principles relevant to sustainable living in your society? Make a list of the things you, your school or community could do to follow these principles where appropriate.
Sri Lankan Community 
Ecological Principle 
Your school or community 
Replanting trees. Using forest sustainably. No pollution. Growing crops beneath trees. No more cutting of forest. 
Harmony with nature 

Less flooding. More food and goods. Less fear from government and others. More meaning to life. 
Quality of life

Getting land rights - so own land. Growing own food. Taking responsibility and making own decisions. Getting involved. 
Self Reliance 

Respecting different sorts of people, religion and ideas. Growing a variety of trees and foods. 
Diversity and variety 

Where possible using small-scale ideas and technologies - so people can control things themselves. 
Small is beautiful 

Government and villagers work together, building a road, planting trees - for the good of everyone. Practice peaceful beliefs. 
Co-operation and peace


Activity 6 - Reflection
Q9: Identify three key ideas or skills you have learnt in this module.
1.
2.
3.

Q10: Identify the strengths you have as a storyteller.



Q11: What skills for story-telling and using stories in teaching would you like to develop further?



Q12: Select one story you know and develop a plan for using it with a class. Use the ideas in this lesson plan format to help you structure your lesson.
Story:
Key messages of the story:
Source:

This story is appropriate for …
Subject:

Topic:

Year level:
Objectives of lessons on the story
1.

2.

3.
Description of classroom activities based on the story




